DRAUGHT BEERS

GULPENER BIERBROUWERIJ
A premium pilsner by the Gulpener brewery 5%
- Vaasje, 0,25cl €3,65
- Pint, 0,50cl €7,30
The rhinestone cleaner, Amber ale, 7,5%
One size fits all, 0,25cl €5,50
Gulpener selection, 7%
- One size fits all, 0,25cl €5,50

BAYERISCHE STAATSBRAUEREI WEIHENSTEPHAN
A tasty wheat beer with a pleasant fresh and spicy taste and mild hoppy note 5,4%
- Small, 0,30cl €4,50
- Big, 0,50cl €7,50
Beer of the moment €6,50
A diverse selection of all the brilliant beers there is to offer.

WINES

Rode wijn
Tres Cigüeñas Tempranillo Organic €4,00
Witte wijn
Fruity, Tres Cigüeñas (Verdejo) €4,00
Fresh, Modello Masi (Pinot Grigio) €5,50

DRANK

Vodka €5,00
Rum €5,00
Tequila €5,00
Gin €5,50
Whiskey €4,00
Orangecebo €4,50
Rutte jonge jenever €3,00
Rutte oude jenever €3,00

FRIS

FRITZ
Fritz-Kola €3,50
Fritz-Kola ohne zucker €3,50
Fritz-Limo apfel-kirsch-holunder €3,50
Fritz-Limo krone €3,50
Fritz-Limo orange €3,50
Fritz-Limo Anjola €2,80
Fritz-Spritz Bio traubenschorle €3,50
Fritz-Spritz Bio-rhabarberschorle €3,50

WOSTOK
Wostok tannenwald €4,00
Wostok dattel granatapfel €4,00
Wostok estragon ingwer €4,00

OTHER
Chocomel chocolate milk €3,50
Olmenhorst organic apple juice €5,00
Olmenhorst organic pear juice €5,25
Loosa orange juice €3,00
Club Mate €3,50
Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic €4,50
Fever-Tree Elderflower tonic €4,50
Fever-Tree Ginger beer €4,50
Fever-Tree Ginger ale €4,50
Sparkling water €3,00
Kraanwater €0,00
Batu Kombucha €5,60

Rutte jonge jenever €3,00
Rutte oude jenever €3,00

UNFORTUNATELY SPLITTING THE BILL ISN'T POSSIBLE WITH OUR SOFTWARE.
SORRY FOR THE INCONVENIENCE.
**CANNED BEERS**

**BAYERNISHA STAATSSBRAUEREI WEIHENSTEPHAN**

Hefeweissbier Alkoholfrei, 0.5% €4,00
It is a premium wheat beer: spicy, fresh and round. With hints of clove and honey, in addition to a well-fermented character.

**BREWERY HUYGHE MONGOSO**

Mongos glutenfree beer, Weizen, 4.8% Pilsner, 5.0% €5,00
We couldn’t make a choice; a gluten free Weizen or Pilsner… So we included them both in our product range.

Mongos fruit flavoured beer, Fruity, 3.6% €5,80
Same problem as with the gluten free beer; which one to choose?

**BEAR CIDER**

**BEAR CIDER Original, Cloudy Apple Cider, 5%** €6,80
A fresh, sparkling, well balanced cider, made from 100% freshly pressed apple juice, using various apple varieties.

**BEAR CIDER Dry Hopped, 5%**€7,20
A perfect cross-over between apple cider and beer. Bear cider infused with Mosaic hops. Might make you think of a very light IPA, but then different!

**DE MOLEN**

**Fruit & kruid, Blond, 6,2%** €5,60
Fruity and spicy with a full taste. The Sorachi Ace hop provides a nice touch of citrus and other yellow fruits. Fortunately, the malts still come through nicely.

**Vuur & vlam, IPA, 6,2%** €6,35
Heavily hopped India pale ale with a floral, fruity nose. Vuur & vlam has a fruity and grainy palette which ends in a bitter and dry aftertaste.

**BOON**

**Boon kriek, 4%** €5,10
A beer of spontaneous fermentation, prepared from old and young lambic that matures in oak barrels.

**Boon oude Geuze, 7%** €5,40
Nice and tender, thanks to its typically soft and round texture. You will discover a very fresh, more fruity than spicy nose, and notes of grapefruit, apricot and oak.

**GULPENER BIERBROUWERIJ**

**Gulper Ur-Pilsner, Organic Pilsner, 5%** €4,00
A stubborn, fresh beer with a slightly bitter twist.

**Gulper, 0.0%** €3,90
This slightly malty and refreshing beer comes directly from the oldest brewing family in the Netherlands.

**HOFBROUWERIJ VET EN LAZY**

**Bootwerker, Porter, 6,7%** €5,60
You look like a boat worker in Rotterdam with this porter. A shipping container full of different malts goes into this ale. Despite the deep dark color it is a flexible rascal what drinks dangerously smooth!

**Je bennie weißßß, weizen, 6,0%** €5,60
This beer has an exciting twist on the familiar weizen recipe. Slightly firmer in alcohol and a good dose of hops.

**Zuurrrrrrr bier, Berliner Weisse, 4,5%** €6,05
waar, this beer is sour. Do you like zurematjes? Then you should taste this. The perfect beer for the terrace. With a good dose of passion fruit, this beer smells and tastes like the sun in a glass.

**O’HARA’S CARLOW BREWING COMPANY**

**Irish Pale Ale, Pale Ale, 5,2%** €5,25
A refreshing combination of the balance of Europeans IPA’s and the rich dry hop gift of American Pale Ales.

**Irish Red, Ale 4,3%** €4,85
Top fermentation, so tasty with a fruity touch and a soft, malty body that is perfectly balanced with a light bitterness and notes of caramel.

**VET EN LAZY**

**Dark IPA, IPA, 6%** €7,00
Combines the best of two worlds: the sweet aftertaste of a dark beer with the high hops and light finish.

**Kaishaku, blond strong ale, 15%** €9,00
The high alcohol percentage is achieved with a magical Japanese sake yeast next to the old yeast. It’s a spicy beer, with an almost wine-like character.

**Saison, Saison, 5,5%** €6,70
This easy-to-thirst-querenker uses different kinds of hops and grains so you’ll discover new aspects of its flavour with every sip or swallow.

**Habesha “Cold Gold”, Pilsner, 5%** €4,60
The Swinkels Family Brewers (Lieshout, Netherlands) partnered with the Swinkels Family Brewers (Lieshout, Netherlands) and together they brewed Habesha. A pilsner brewed in Ethiopia with water from the highland area of Debre Birhan.

**LA TRAPPE**

**Nillia, 0.0%** €4,35
The first alcohol-free 0.0% Trappist beer in the world. Dark, amber-colored Trappist beer with an off-white foam head.

---

**DARIO**

**Darkness, Stout, 7,5%** €7,70
The illegitimate child of a Double and a Stout. With the intense taste of roasted malts and the refined aroma of caramel.

**Hang out, IPA, 4,7%** €6,85
Bottom fermented, full of simcoe hops and not to high in alcohol. In our opinion, the ultimate thirst quencher on a sunny day at the terrace.

**Road Trip, Tripel, 8,5%** €7,75
A refreshing tripel with quite a bit of bang, but also dangerously drinkable.

**Surf Ale, American Wheat Ale, 6,4%** €6,50
This is #fcking Hawaii in a can. Tin is better. Better for the taste and for the environment. Minimal chance of shards. Fresh, blond, hoppy beer with aromas of pineapple and citrus.

**HOFBROUWERIJ REUNIONGOU**

**Bootwerker, Porter, 6,7%** €5,60
You look like a boat worker in Rotterdam with this porter. A shipping container full of different malts goes into this ale. Despite the deep dark color it is a flexible rascal what drinks dangerously smooth!

**Je bennie weißßß, weizen, 6,0%** €5,60
This beer has an exciting twist on the familiar weizen recipe. Slightly firmer in alcohol and a good dose of hops.

**Zuurrrrrrr bier, Berliner Weisse, 4,5%** €6,05
waar, this beer is sour. Do you like zurematjes? Then you should taste this. The perfect beer for the terrace. With a good dose of passion fruit, this beer smells and tastes like the sun in a glass.

**O’HARA’S CARLOW BREWING COMPANY**

**Irish Pale Ale, Pale Ale, 5,2%** €5,25
A refreshing combination of the balance of Europeans IPA’s and the rich dry hop gift of American Pale Ales.

**Irish Red, Ale 4,3%** €4,85
Top fermentation, so tasty with a fruity touch and a soft, malty body that is perfectly balanced with a light bitterness and notes of caramel.

**HARD CORE BEER**

**PRSPCT hardcore beer, 5,5%** €8,20
Belgian white beer, specially brewed for the Rotterdam based drum and base / hardcore label PRSPCT.

**Wunderbier, tripel, 6,7%** €8,10
This slightly malty and refreshing beer comes directly from the highland area of Debre Birhan.

**KAI SHAKU**

**Kaishaku, blond strong ale, 15%** €9,00
The high alcohol percentage is achieved with a magical Japanese sake yeast next to the old yeast. It’s a spicy beer, with an almost wine-like character.

**SAISON, SAISON, 5,5%** €6,70
This easy-to-thirst-querenker uses different kinds of hops and grains so you’ll discover new aspects of its flavour with every sip or swallow.

**HABESHA “COLD GOLD”, PILSNER, 5%** €4,60
The Swinkels Family Brewers (Lieshout, Netherlands) partnered with the Swinkels Family Brewers (Lieshout, Netherlands) and together they brewed Habesha. A pilsner brewed in Ethiopia with water from the highland area of Debre Birhan.

**LA TRAPPE**

**Nillia, 0.0%** €4,35
The first alcohol-free 0.0% Trappist beer in the world. Dark, amber-colored Trappist beer with an off-white foam head.
Snacks & Side Dishes

Fried Vegan Dumplings
Fresh Homemade Vegan Dumplings
4 bites € 6,25
8 bites € 12,50
12 bites € 18,75
16 bites € 25,00

Mini Spring Rolls
10 bites € 5,00

Curry Trigons Samosa
6 bites € 6,00

Mini Cheese Soufflé
5 bites € 6,00

Bittergarnituur
10 bites € 12,50

Bitterballen
8 bites € 7,50

Fries / Fries XL
€ 4,00 / € 8,00

Toppings each € 1,00
Mayo / Chilly mayo / Ketchup / Curry Ketchup
#Wunderbar
Asian Style Street Food

CHEF'S SPECIALS

Veggie Curry Rice  € 13,25
Mixed seasonal vegetables, Caribbean style curry, jasmine rice.

Vegan Chow Mein  € 13,25
Cantonese Mein noodles, mixed veggies, crispy tempeh.

Vegan Udon Noodle  € 13,25
Seasonal mixed vegetables, with chef-made teriyaki sauce.

Miso Ramen Soup  € 13,25
Vegan homemade ramen noodles, fresh veggies, organic miso broth.

Veggie Panggang  € 13,25
Mixed veggies, rice, crispy bites with sweet and sour sauce.

*All chef's specials contain sesame oil.
*Nut-free menu.
*Takeaway option.